AQIP Dev Ed Tracking

Minutes from April 3, 2007, Room 2302

Attendees: Tom Clemens, Gayle Johnson, Nancy Logsdon, Rob Mawyer, Joan Newgren, Kathleen Riepe, Dana Rosenberg, Steve Rummel, Jennifer Swartout

Guests: Brad Thomas, Faye Freeman-Smith

Absent: Lydia Cochran, Lisa Cole, Julie Fraser, Teal Kaufman, Anita Moore, Deb Wentzel

Steve brought the meeting to order at 8:30. The minutes from March 6, 2007 were reviewed. A motion to approve the minutes was made by Rob Mawyer and 2nd by Dana Rosenberg. The motion passed and carried.

Next the discussion turned to the Student Success Survey. Faye Freeman-Smith reported that they have identified who needs the survey and is hoping to get it out this month.

Dana Rosenberg reported that she has not yet applied the reading model to the Dev-Ed situation. Also, with regards to demographics, Financial Aid has “working status and dependents” but it is not current because it lags by one year. She also does not feel it would be useful to use this information in our project right now because it is not representative of our students – (not enough students) she advises that it would be prudent to wait.

Rob reported that the article for the Spectator is forthcoming.

NADE: Lisa Cole was not present for comment.

Steve checked with Allan Saaf. There is money for a student worker and or programmer. Steve also found a free program online – a stats package – www.r-project.org. He has downloaded the program but has yet to work with it. He provided the website to Dana for her enjoyment.

Jennifer Swartout asked if our committee wants to recommend that HCC streamline/update what goes into Peoplesoft. She will send links to the Dev-Ed study. She is looking to shift emphasis in Dev-Ed to “culture of transfer”.

Dana commented that we look demographics as tied to student goals “now” and changing goals as they progress.

A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Tom Clemens. 2nd by Jennifer Swartout.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:30 a.m.